A SPECIALIST IN SWIMMING POOL SAFETY

Welcome to Aquatrac
At Aquatrac, we have been manufacturing and installing our range of pool covers for nearly thirty years. Originally developed in the
UK by The Penguin Pools Group who famously tested the covers strength by placing a Rolls Royce on one, there are now thousands
of Aquatrac covers installed throughout the UK and further afield.
Aquatrac swimming pool covers provide unrivalled safety solutions for both indoor and outdoor pools. In addition, ease of operation,
substantial heating, cleaning and chemical cost savings come as standard and peace of mind is assured.
British made, Aquatrac pool covers remain a cut above the rest guaranteeing reliability, complete safety and long term value for money.

Britain’s Number One Swimming Pool Safety Cover

Why Aquatrac
Aquatrac is the longest established and most widely respected safety cover manufacturer in the UK, and boasts several unique features
exclusive to Aquatrac covers.
Aquatrac is British owned and British made with the majority of parts manufactured and assembled in our factory in Essex
guaranteeing product quality and availability. The Aquatrac high impact extruded UPVC tracking systems is the only one of its kind
and offers a far superior finish to the more commonly used aluminium tracks. In addition, it does not suffer from corrosion or
deterioration caused by swimming pool chemicals. It is covered by our 10 year fair play warranty.* Only Aquatrac’s cover track is
available in a choice of colours.
The Aquatrac cover is high gloss UV resistant PVC encasing a high tensile polyester mesh providing a safe insulating barrier to your
pool. It is available in a wide choice of colours as standard and carries a seven year warranty.*
The Aquatrac drive unit has been developed over 25 years and is one of the most reliable available. The low voltage unit is supplied
via cable from the control panel in the plant room. There are no dangerous electrics near your pool and no hydraulic hoses filled with
oil running to your pool. The drive unit is covered for up to ten years by our fair play warranty.*
Pull cords are high tensile stainless steel stranded wire, far out performing standard rope used in other covers. Pulley wheels, brackets
and fixings are all stainless steel and corrosion free as you would expect.
Our extensive warranty and service plans are covered by our in house team of engineers nationwide.

With 30 years of successful manufacture and installation, you can place your trust in Aquatrac.
* Aquatrac Terms and Conditions Apply.

Aqua Ocean

Under coping flush track

Aqua Ocean is most suited to new or renovated rectangular swimming pools.
The cover tracking is built into the side walls of the pool below the coping or edging tile and at only 25mm thick matches most
swimming pool mosaics. The cover roller and mechanism can be concealed below ground in a pit or above ground in a housing. The
Aqua Ocean model provides the neatest cover system available, with colour choices for both the track and cover material. You can
coordinate with any interior or exterior design.

Aqua River

Under coping surface mounted track

Aqua River has been developed as a retro fit under coping model. Equally it can be utilised on new pools such as liner pools where the
installation can be simplified.
Aqua River eliminates the need for removal of copings on existing swimming pools. The track can also be set level with tiling, useful
when only the tile band is being renewed or it can simply be mounted directly on to the face of the tiles below the coping.

Aqua Stream

Raised terrace track

Aqua Stream is most suited to existing swimming pools of any shape.
The Aqua Stream track is surface mounted to the paving, on the perimeter of the swimming pool and is suitable for both shaped and
rectangular pools. It is a fast fit option, providing instant safety for existing pools without the need for any work to the pool itself.

Aqua Lagoon

Flush terrace track

Aqua Lagoon is the latest innovation in tracking for new or existing swimming pools of any shape.
Aqua Lagoon provides an impeccable finish to a swimming pool surround. It is particularly well suited to freeform shaped pools or
pools with external roman bay steps. The track is installed completely flush with your paving and is available in a choice of colours to
match paving or tiling options. The track can be easily replaced with a new colour if paving or tiling is changed. The cover roller and
mechanism can be installed above or below ground, as with all Aquatrac covers.

Aqua Cascade
At Aquatrac we specialise in bespoke safety covers and customised designs.
Various track combinations can be used to accommodate infinity and deck level pools and the Aqua Cascade provides a credible safety
option for this type of pool, plus keeping the pool clean and warm when the cover is closed. The cover and roller mechanism can be
installed above or below ground.

Aqua Vision &
Customised Covers
An Aquatrac exclusive 'The Aqua Vision' transparent automatic swimming pool cover is the only automatic cover that allows you to
see your pool clearly when the cover is closed.
Add a third dimension to your indoor pool space, enjoy your underwater lighting and tile designs at any time. With the pool covered,
humidity is controlled and air temperature can be reduced making your indoor room an enjoyable practical space, even when the pool
is not in use.
In addition, Aquatrac provides covers that are customised. This includes any motif of your choice such as football team emblems,
company logos or a design which can enhance the surrounding decoration.

Aquatrac Cover Colours

Aquatrac Track Colours

Aquatrac Housing & Enclosures
Most Aquatrac installations can be housed above ground or within a purpose built underground enclosure. There is also the possibility
of positioning the mechanical parts within an adjacent room. All of these options provide a quality attractive finish to your Aquatrac
installation enabling essential access for servicing of mechanical parts.
Whether above or below ground, there are a number of options for finishing, housings and enclosures.
The Aquatrac underground enclosure system can be finished to match any surrounding decoration. Either simple decking and timber
can be used or for a higher quality match, paving and tiles can be installed on top of our stainless steel access trays. Any of these
combinations provides a high quality finish and full access to mechanical parts.
The Aquatrac above ground housing system is the only swimming pool cover housing to have its frame constructed from stainless steel.
This in turn provides a lasting product with no rusting parts. There are a range of finishes to choose from including clad timber, timber
composite or custom finishes to suit the surrounding decoration.
The Aquatrac above ground end caps provide a non rusting finish, weather proofing for mechanical parts and is available in any colour
to match surrounding decoration.
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